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N.B.: The present compilation contains information of mainly scholars who were not included in Aethiopica 3 – 2000, pp. 166–87 (=Aet3) and some who since then changed their addresses and/or projects. In the case of the latter, only the change is indicated; for the rest a cross reference is made with “cf Aet3” in brackets at the end of the entry. A few scholars of the natural sciences and technology have kindly filled out the forms, although we have specifically written that our register was intended only for “those dealing primarily with the history, archaeology, linguistics, philology, religion and culture of Northeast Africa, particularly Ethiopia and Eritrea”. We appreciate their interest in the register. Despite our unlimited respect for them and their projects, however, we must regretfully drop them out in consistency with our policy.

The entries are arranged in alphabetical order. Those of Ethiopian or Eritrean origin are placed under their first names in accordance with their own culture. Each unit within an entry is marked off by a semi-colon. In addition, each unit (except for the first one in each entry) is preceded by keywords represented by an acronym followed by a colon.

The following abbreviations appear wherever relevant:

aff affiliation, affiliated to, etc.
cdc currently doctoral candidate
eml e-mail
fld field of specialization
fr focus/focoi of research
fx fax
rp research project(s)
tl telephone
tlfx telefax.
Abbebe Kifleyesus, Prof., P.O. Box 4614; eml: abbebek@asmara.uoa.edu.er. (Aet3).


Agedew Redie, Dr. (Senior Research Fellow), P.O. Box 5223, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–511812, fx: 251–1–513001, eml: arte@telecom.net.et; aff: Advancement of Research, Training and Education in Ethiopia; fld: educational planning and psychology; fr: history of Ethiopian education; rp: potential of self-help groups as development agents [2000–2003].

Alemante Gebre-Selassie, Prof., College of William and Mary Law School, South Henry Street, Williamsburg, VA 23185, USA; tl: 757–221–384, fx: 757–221–326, eml: agsela@wm.edu; aff: see above; fr: commercial law; international and comparative law; rp: ethnicity and constitutional design [2001–2002].

Allehone Mulugeta, LLM, tl: 262213, eml: nas_allenbonem@yahoo.com; aff: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ethiopia; fld: legal history; fr: Fetha Negest; rp: as above [2002–].

Amborn, Prof. Hermann, tl: 089 12710364; fld: indigenous religions. (Aet3).

Amer, Omar Elsayed Abdel-Fattah (lecturer), African Languages Dept., Inst. of African Research and Studies, Cairo University, Egypt; tl: 002–02–3127759, fx: 002–02–5731913 / 002–02–5734144, eml: siomar71@yahoo.com; aff: Cairo University; fld:: linguistics; fr: amharic language; rp: Amharic verb morphology compared to Arabic and Ge’ez verb; [2001–].

Ancel, Stéphane (cdc), 32, rue Cassette 75006 PARIS, France; tl: 0145483184, eml: stephaneancel@hotmail.com; aff: Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Orientales (INALCO); fld: history; fr: Ethiopian Orthodox Church; rp: religious associations – mahbär and sànbÈ̂ [2001– --].

Anteby-Yemini, Dr. Lisa, CNRS/CRFJ, P.O. Box 547, Jerusalem, 91004 Israel; tl: 972–2–6716 441, fx: 972–2–6735 325, eml: antebylisa@hotmail.com; aff: CNRS (France); fld: anthropology; fr: Ethiopian jews (Falashas); rp: integration of Ethiopian jews in Israel [1991– --].


Asfa-Wossen Asserate, Lij Dr., Postfach 170137, 60075 Frankfurt/M., Germany; eml: rasselas2001@aol.com; fld: history, politics; fr: political history of Ethiopia since the battle of Adwa; rp: titles and insignia in Imperial Ethiopia. (Aet3).

Auf der Maur, Lorenz (CDC), Lettenstrasse 22, 8037 Zürich, Switzerland; tl: 0041–43–2550419, eml: laufdermaur@gmx.ch; aff: University of Zürich; fld: English literature; fr: colonialism, imperialism, postcolonial theory; rp: concepts of Ethiopia/Abyssinia in English thought [1999–2003].

Bahru Zewde, Prof., Forum for Social Studies, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 556121, eml: bz@telecom.net.et; aff: as above; fld: modern Ethiopian history; fr: intellectual history; rp: the Ethiopian intelligentsia.


Balisky, Dr. E. Paul, SIM, P.O. Box 127, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–711362, fx: 251–1–511242, eml: lila.paul@telecom.net.et; aff: University of Aberdeen and EGST Ethiopian Graduate School of Theology; fld: African church history; new church movement in S. Ethiopia fr:
dynamics of Christianity meeting traditional religion in Southern Ethiopia; rp: as above [1985–2005].


Baum, Prof. Wilhelm, Deutenhofenstr. 26, 9020 Klagenfurt, Austria; tl: 0463–592174, fx: 0463–592174–44, eml: wilhelm.baum@aom.at; fld: relations and Ethiopia/Europe; fr: medieval history end 19th cent.


Befekadu Zeleke (lecturer), P.O. Box 150103, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: home: 251–1–46–26–17, office: 251–1–562698, fx: 251–1–562698, eml: befekaduz@yahoo.com or befekaduz@hotmail.com; aff: Addis Ababa University, Dept. Educational Planning and Management; fld: educational
administration; fr: girls’ education in the rural areas of Ethiopia; rp: factors affecting girls’ participation in the rural primary schools of Ethiopia – implications for educational planning [2002–--].


**Bent**, Dr. Juel-Jensen, Monckton Cottage, 56 Old High Street, Old Meadington, Oxford, OX 3 9HW, UK; tl: 44–1865–761848; aff: St. Cross College, University of Oxford; fld: Aksumite coinage, Ethiopian art; fr: see above; rp: see above.

**Berhanu Gizaw H. Mariam**, Dr., P.O. Box 3751, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 140287 or 140686, eml: behail@hotmail.com or berhail2002@yahoo.com; aff: Jimma University; fld: microelectronics and solar technology with special focus on pedagogical engineerings; fr: spiritual development of human being / the nature / origin of creation; rp: the context of “human-being” acc. to ancient Ethiopian scripts [2002–--].

**Boku Tache Dida**, (M.A.), home: P.O. Box 94, Nagelle Borana, Ethiopia; tl: 251–06–450914; office: SOS-Sahel International, P.O. Box 170, Nagelle Borana, Ethiopia; tl: 251–06–450038, fx: 251–06–450749, eml: SOS-Sahel@telecom.net.et; aff: SOS-Sahel International Borana Collaborative Management Project (Research) and Organisation for Social Science Research in Eastern and Southern Africa (OSSREA); fld: social anthropology; fr: privatisation of common property resources among Borana Oromo pastoralists; rp: culture and environment: an exploration of customary institutions of resource management among Borana Oromo [2002–--].

**Bosc-Tiessé**, Dr. Claire, 86, Bd. Garibaldi, 75015 Paris, France; tlfx: 33–0–40–563265; eml: bosc.tiesse@wanadoo; aff: Centre de Recherches Africaines, Université de Paris I, Panthéon Sorbonne; fld: history and art history, especially 16th–18th c.; fr: history of books and images – architecture – the writing of history.

**Bryant**, Michael, P.O. Box 2576, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–720346, eml: mike_bryant@sil.org; aff: SIL International; fld: linguistics; fr: Suri
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(Surma, Tirmaga, Tirma, Chai) language; rp: tone and discourse analysis [1995–2010].


Burkhard, Dr. Peter, Am Wellenfeld 10, 32105 Bad Salzuflen, Germany; tl: 05222–369700, eml: peterfive@t-online.de; fld: European travellers in Ethiopia in 19th cent.; fr: mission and missionaries in Ethiopia; rp: the failure of Catholic mission in the 17th cent. and of Protestant mission in 19th cent. [1995].


Carlson, Prof. Dennis G., 480 Robinwood Drive, Bainbridge Island, WA, USA, 98110; eml: dgcarlson@bainbridge.net; aff: The Carter Center, Atlanta, GA; fld: community health, international health – history of medicine; fr: community health development; rp: prospective historical study of a Kemant rural community. In collaboration with Andrew J. Carlson, Ph. D., Capital University, Columbus OH, USA [1963–2004].

Chernetsov, Prof. Sevir, Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography of the Russian Academy of Sciences, University Embankment 3, St. Petersburg, 199034, Russia / Oriental faculty of St. Petersburg State University, University Embankment 11, St. Petersburg, 199023, Russia; home: Kuptchinskaya ul 4–1–224, St. Petersburg, 192283, Russia; tl: office: 812–3284152, home: 812–1726547, fx: 812–3280811, eml: chernets@SCI1356.spb.edu; aff: Peter the Great Museum – St. Petersburg University; fld: Ethiopian literature and history; fr: Ge’ez original literature and history of Ethiopian feudal monarchy; rp: history of Ethiopin book (handwritten and printed) [1994–2002]. (Aet3).

Chiala, Dr. Sabino, Comunità di Bose, 13887 Magnano (BI), Italy; tl: 015.679.185, fx: 39–015–679290, eml: sabino@monasterodibose.it; aff: University of Louvain-le-Novre, Belgium; fld: apocryphal literature and Syriac Petristic in Ethiopian language; fr: book of portables of Enoch and Isaac of Syria.

Chojnacki, Prof. Stanislaw,, eml: schojnacki@sympatico.ca; fr: Ethiopian painting; rp: defining periods in Ethiopian painting [2000--]. (Aet3).

Clapham, Prof. Christopher, Dept. Politics & International Relations, University, Lancaster, LA1 4YL, UK; tlfx: 44–1524–594238, eml:
christopher.clapham@lancaster.ac.uk; aff: Lancaster University; fld: political science – international relations; fr: governance, conflict and conflict resolution in the Horn of Africa.

Clarke, Prof. J. Calvitt (Jay), History Dept., Jacksonville University, 2800 University Blvd. N, Jacksonville, FL 32211, USA; tl: 904–745–7211, fx: 904–745–7154, eml: jclarke@ju.edu; aff: Jacksonville University; fld: pre-World War II diplomatic history; fr: relations among Ethiopia, Italy, Japan and Russia; rp: Ethio-Japanese relations before World War II, – diplomacy of the Italo-Ethiopian war, with special focus on the USSR and Japan [– –2005].


Curtis, Matthew C. (cdc and instructor in anthropology), 7200 SW 8th Avenue, #134, Gainesville, FL 32607, USA; tl: 352–331–2504, fx: 352–392–6929, eml: mcurtis@ufl.edu; aff: University of Florida; fld: archaeology; fr: archaeology of the Horn of Africa: origins and development of urbanism and complex societies in the northern Horn / cultural heritage preservation and museum education in Africa / ancient agriculture and pastoralism in the Horn of Africa / regional analysis of ancient settlement; rp: greater Asmara regional archaeological survey project (GARASP) [1999–2002].


Daniel Hankore Lechebo, (M.A.), P. O. Box 2576; SIL; Addis Ababa Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–200143, 720346, fx: 251–1–710529, 711671, eml: daniel_hankore@sil.org; aff: NEGST (Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology); fld: linguistics (translation studies); fr: descriptive analysis of the Hadiyya grammar in terms of synchronic features.

Data De’a (cdc), Dept. Social Anthropology, University of Bergen, Fosswinkelsgrt. 6, 5007 Bergen, Norway; tl: office: 47–55589248, home: 55276721, fx: 55589260, eml: data.dea@sfu.uib.no or dbarata@yahoo.com; aff: University of Bergen; fld: social anthropology; fr: social and economic inequality, identity, power, transethnic cultural conversation; rp: paradoxes of identity and social inequality in Dawro, Southern Ethiopia [1999 June–2003].
Dawit K. Tessega, (Meri–Geta), Leonrodplatz 3, 85072 Eichstätt, Germany; eml: dawitkt@hotmail.com; aff: Holy Trinity Theological College, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia / Katholische Universität Eichstätt, Germany; fld: theology; fr: fundamental theology; pr: a comparison of Ethiopian cultural anthropology to the biblical revelation; pr: the previous title (Lizenziat Arbeit) [--2004].

Dejene Aredo, Prof., P.O. Box 150008, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–630834, fx: 251–1–551399 eml: aredodejene@yahoo.com; aff: Addis Ababa University; fld: economic development; fr: institutions rural development; rp: regional integration, [2002–2003].


Dérat, Dr. Marie-Laure, Centre de Recherches Africaines, 9 rue Malher, 75181 Paris Cedex 04, France; tl: 0144–783342, fx: 01–44783339, eml: derat@univ-paris1.fr; aff: CNRS; fld: medieval history of Christian Ethiopia; fr: Zagwe dynasty, royal churches, the writing of history in the monastic scriptoria.

Deribssa Abate Fayessa, (M.A., lecturer), Ethiopian Civil Service College, Institute of Distance Education, P.O.Box 5648, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–463008, fx: 251–1–463016, eml: dafayessa@yahoo.com; aff: Ethiopian Civil Service College; fld: educational administration; fr: policy issues, conflict resolution, development studies; rp: survey of tertiary level distance education in Ethiopia [2002–--].

Deska, Dagmara (M.A.), Kopernika 36/40 27–400 Ostrowiec Sw., Poland; tl: 48–503–022246, eml: dagmarad@mail.uw.edu.pl; aff: Dept. African Languages and Cultures, Warsaw University; fld: Amharic linguistics; fr: Amharic semantic – semantic universals; rp: gender markers in Amharic – women in Ethiopian Church [2001–--].

Devens, Monica, 2256 71st Ave. S.E., Mercer Island, WA 98040, USA; tl: 206–230–9455, fx: eml: mdevens@yahoo.com; aff: independent scholar; fld: linguistics; fr: Ge'ez; rp: a concordance to the Ethiopic Bible; [1999–2020].

Ebneth, Dr. Bernhard, Marstallplatz 8, 80539 München, Germany; tl: 089–23031–155, tlfx: 089–23031–282, eml: ebneth@ndb.badw-muenchen.de; aff: Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften; fld: biographies (Germany, Austria, Switzerland); rp: Encyclopaedia Aethiopica; [2001--].

Ehret, Prof. Christopher, Dept. History, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095 USA, tl: 310–825–4601, fx: 310–206–9630, eml: ehret@history.ucla.edu; aff: University of California at Los Angeles; fr: early African history; East African history; Ethiopia and the Horn – historical linguistics of African language families; pr: several projects currently in the works dealing with African linguistic reconstruction and African history.

Ezekiel Gebissa, Prof., 1700 West Third Ave., Dept. Liberal Studies, Kettering University, Flint, MI 48823, USA; tl: 810–762–7891, fx: 810–762 9857, eml: egebissa@kettering.edu; aff: Kettering University; fld: African history, social/economic history; fr: agriculture, cashcropping, agrarian change; rp: production and exchange of psychoactive products in Ethiopia, [1994–2002].

Ezra Gebremedhin, Dr., Stagneliusgatan 5, 754 27, Uppsala, Sweden; tl: 46–18–211526, fld: research in the field of Eucharistic prayers of The Ethiopian Orthodox Church (EOC) and their Relatedness to patristic theology; rp: some unpublished anaphoras of the EOC and their genealogy; [1992–2003]. (Act3).

Fantahun Ayele (lecturer), Bahir Dar University, Faculty of Education, Dept. History, P.O. Box 79, Bahir Dar, Ethiopia; tl: home: 251–08–205947, fx: 251–08–202025, eml: fantahun@yahoo.com; aff: Bahir Dar University; fld: history; fr: recent military history of Ethiopia; rp: The Ethiopian army (1978–1991) [202–2003].

Fantahun Engda (lecturer), P.O. Box 14728, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 252–1–556149; aff: AAU, Ethiopia, UBC, Canada – Alexander S. Public Benefit Foundation, Athens, Greece fld: theatre and literature; fr:

**Fekade** Azeze, Prof., AAU, P.O. Box 31189, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 116519, 119043; aff: Dept. Ethiopian Languages and Literatures, AAU; fld: Ethiopian and African literatures; fr: written and oral literatures of Ethiopia; pr: Amharic literature – Amharic oral literature [1980–2005].

**Ficquet**, Eloi (cde), 54, Boulevard ARAGO 75013 Paris, France; tl: 0033–1–43369663, eml: elowa@aol.com; aff: Centre d’Etudes Africaines, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales (Paris); fld: historical anthropology; fr: Islam and Christianism in Wollo / Islamic literature in Amharic / Oromo studies / anthropology of jazz; rp: the expression of memory of Christian-Muslim relationships in Wollo / translation of the predictions of Shaykh Husayn Jibril / survey of sacred places in Warra Himano / Jazzmen and Africa [1999–--].


**Fukui**, Prof. Katsuyoshi, Faculty of Integrated Human Studies, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606–8501, Japan; tl: 81–75–753–6614, fx: 81–75–753–6615, eml: fukui@laalen.h.kyoto-u.ac.jp; aff: Kyoto University; fld: Ethiopia & Southern Sudan; fr: ethnic conflict, pastoralism and social-ecology in south-western Ethiopia; rp: ethnic conflict and environment in south-western Ethiopia [1973--].


**Gamst**, Prof. Frederick, 5419 Ridge Road, Cheyenne, WY 8209–4527, USA; tl: 307–632–8561, eml: fegamst@aol.com; aff: University
Massachusetts, Boston and University Wyoming; fld: ethnology; fr: ethnology of the Horn of Africa.

**Garretson**, Prof. Peter; tl: 850–644–9516, eml: pgarret@mailer.fsu.edu. (Aet3).

**Gascon**, Dr. Alain; tl: 33–0–1–45833925, eml: adgascon@noos.fr; aff: Centre d’Études Africaines. 54 bd. Raspail 75006 Paris, France; tl: 33–0–1–49542393, fx: 33–0–542692. (Aet3).

**Gerard**, Denis, P.O. Box 4221, Addis-Abeba Ethiopia; tl: 251–1–655499, fx: 251–1–655728, eml: dgerard@telecom.net.et; fld: anthropology; fr: Afar.


**Geshekter**, Prof. Charles, California State University, Chico, California 95929 USA; tl: 530–898–6718, fx: 530–898–6925, eml: cgeshekter@aol.com; aff: California State University/Chico; fld: modern Somali history; fr: concentration and dispersal of power in Somali society; rp: (as above) [1994–2003].

**Getahun Amare**, Prof., P.O. Box 34455, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; tl: 119043; aff: AAU; fld: linguistics; fr: syntax; rp: the grammar of Argabba [2000–2004].


Grinfeld, Prof. Itzhak, P.O. Box 9731, 91096 Jerusalem, Israel; aff: Tel Aviv University, 6 Stern Str., 91096 Jerusalem; tl: 972–2–6422941; fld: semitic languages of Ethiopia; fr: old Beta Israel culture.

Habtemichael Kidane, Dr., Youth Street, 20, P.O. Box 4354, Asmara, Eritrea; eml: babyoel@yahoo.com; fld: oriental liturgy, esp. Ge'ez liturgy; fr: Ge'ez liturgy of the hours – Eucharistic prayers (anaphoras) of the Ethio-Eritrean church – Ge'ez liturgical books – Ge'ez liturgical year; rp: bibliography of the Ge'ez liturgy [1999––] – the genesis and development of the Ethiopic anaphoras [2001––].

Hailu W. Amanuel, 25 Chn. Ami Argand, 1290 Versoix, Geneve, Switzerland; tl: 0041–22–7790922, eml: hwanegatu@yahoo.com; fld: economic geography, natural resources, environment, international relations; rp: Shewa: as comprehensive survey [2004].

Hecht, Dr, Elisabeth-Dorothea, P.O. Box 13670 Nairobi, Kenya; eml: anondah1928@yahoo.com; fld: anthropology – museology – material culture/Harar together with Kenyan colleagues – oral history of ca. 1880 up to now to continue.


Henze, Paul Bernard, P.O. Box 95, Washington, Virginia 22747, USA; tl: 540–937–4311, fx: 540–937–3814, eml: pbhenze@erols.com; aff: Independent Scholar and Resident Consultant, Rand Corporation; fld: Horn of Africa, Turkey, Caucasus, Central Asia; fr: Horn of Africa – all aspects, including ancient and modern history, economics, art archaeology; rp: Ethiopia during final Derg years, development of Ethiopian economy in 20th century, meetings with Mengistu Haile Mariam and Siad Barre during 1970s/1980s, Ethiopian religious and secular art.

Heran Sereke-Brhan(cdc), P.O. Box 6524, East Lansing, Michigan State, USA; eml: serekebr@msu.edu; fld: african history; fr: marriage and political history in Imperial Ethiopia / contemporary Ethiopian art; rp: see above [2002––].


Hirsch, Bertrand (Maitre de Conférences à l’Université Paris 1 (Sorbonne), Centre de Recherches Africaines, 9 rue Malher, 75004, Paris, France; home:
37 bis rue Rodier, 75009 – Paris; tl: office: 01–44–783339, home: 01–49–700361, fx: 01–44783339, eml: hirsch@univ-paris1.fr or bertrand.hirsch@wanadoo.fr; aff: Université Paris 1 (Sorbonne); fld: Ethiopian medieval history and archaeology; fr: central Ethiopian highlands between VII/XIVth centuries / history and archaeology – medieval Muslim areas of the Horn of Africa; rp: research on medieval Manz region – research on Ifat and Somaliland [1999–2004].


Hultin, Jan Erik (senior lecturer), Galateagatan 6, SE–414 60 Göteborg, Sweden; tl: 46–31123920, eml: jan.hultin@sant.gu.se; aff: Göteborg University, Dept. Social Anthropology, P.O. Box 700, SE405 30 Göteborg; fld: Oromo – Macha Oromo, property, land tenure, religion, economics; rp: Endogamy and the only begotten son – an enquiry into the realm of the sacred amongst the Boran of Ethiopia and Kenya, [2001–2003].

Ibrahim, Prof. Abdallah Abd el Razik, Cairo University, Institute of African Research & Studies; fx: 00202–5714144, eml: abdallah_abd_elrazik@hotmail.com; aff: Cairo University; fld: West Africa; rp: Islamic & Sufi orders in Africa [2002–2003].

Imperato, Prof. Pascal James, State University of New York, P.O. Box 43450 Clarkson Avenue Brooklyn, New York 11203 USA; tl: 718–270–1056, fx: 718–270–2533; aff: State University of New York; fld: East African history; fr: history of European exploration of East Africa; rp: history of European exploration of the Lake Rudolf Basin; [1980––].

Jeffery, Prof. Peter, Music Department, Princeton University, Princeton NJ 08544, USA; tel: 609–258–4237, fx: 609–258–6793, eml: jeffery@princeton.edu; aff: Princeton University; fld: medieval liturgical chant; fr: Eastern and Western Christian chant traditions, especially their relationship to the Greek liturgy of Jerusalem; rp: early Latin and Greek chant manuscripts.

John Abraha Ashkaba (M.A.), P.O. Box 8955, Asmara, Eritrea; tel: 119 977; eml: badumme6@yahoo.com; fld: linguistics; fr: linguistics; rp: morphology of Kunama [2002–--].

Joswig, Andreas (M.A.), P.O. BOX 48, Injibara, Awí Zone, Amhara Region, Ethiopia SIL Ethiopia, P.O. BOX 2576, Addis Abeba, Ethiopia; tel: 251–8–270137, fx: 251–1–710529, eml: ca joswig@sil.org; aff: SIL Ethiopia; fld: linguistics; fr: Awngi (central Cushitic); rp: Awngi language development [2001–--].

Kaplan, Prof. Steven, tel: 972–2–5883646; fld: history – religion; fr: church history – Beta Israel in Ethiopia and Israel; rp: history of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church [2002–04]. (Aet3).

Kassahun Sissay Siyoum, MTS (cdc), P.O. Box 24333, Code 1000, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; eml: www.mailcity.com@kassahunsisay; aff: Ethiopian Graduate School of Theology; fld: early Christianity (religion); fr: theology – early Christianity of Ethiopia; rp: the theology of Acts 8–26–40 in its historical and geographical setting [1999–2003].


Kellner, Alexander (M.A.), Barer Str. 77/Rgb., 80799 München, Germany; tel: 089–27370642, eml: burji@web.de; aff: Institut für Völkerkunde und Afrikastistik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München; fld: African oral literature; fr: access to culture through oral literature (world view); rp: oral literature of the Burji (Ethiopia), PhD.

Klemm, Dr. Peri, 2094 Powell Lane #7, Decatur, Georgia 30033, USA; tel: 404–320–1499, eml: periklemm@hotmail.com; aff: Emory University; fld: African art history; fr: Oromo women’s dress in Eastern Hararghe, Ethiopia; rp: art and identity among the Harari, Somali, Argobba, and Oromo [1999–2002].

Knibb, Prof. Michael, 6 Shootersway Park, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 3NX, UK; tx: 44–0–1442–871459; eml: michael.knibb@britishlibrary.net; fld: translation of bible and apocrypha into Ge’ez – translation technique; (second temple Judaism); rp: critical edition of Ge’ez text of Ezekiel [– – 2004].
Krafft, Walter, Irmgardstr. 7, 14169 Berlin, Germany; tlfx: 030–8135407; fld: history of fine arts; fr: Ethiopian church art.

Kropp, Prof. Manfred; eml: oib-dir@oidung.org. (Aet3).

Labanca, Prof. Nicola, Dipartimento di Storia, Università degli Studi di Siena, via Roma 56, I–53100 Siena, Italy; tl: 0577234620, aff: via Giovanni Dupré 56, I–50131 Firenze; tl: 055589587, eml: labanca@unisi.it; fld: history of Italian colonial expansion; rp: Italy and Africa in colonial and post-colonial school textbooks [2000–2003].


Leslau, Prof. Wolf, 870 Morningside Drive, GS 403, Fullerton, CA 92835, USA; tl: 714–256–8291, eml: wolffleslau@aol.com; aff: University of California, LA; fld: Ethiopian and Semitics; fr: Ethiopian languages; rp: the verb in Wasqam, Gogot and …? [2001–2003].

Levine, Prof. Donald, Dept. Sociology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA; tl: 773–702–7917, fx: 773–834–0493, eml: dlok@midway.uchicago.edu; aff: University of Chicago; fld: sociology; rp: reconfiguring the Ethiopian nation in a global era.


Lykowska, Dr. Laura, 02–056 Warsaw, Filtrowa 61/43, Poland, tl: 48–22–7589950 or 8250180, eml: laura@mail.uw.edu.pl; aff: Warsaw University, Dept. African Languages and Cultures; fld: linguistics; fr: Amharic and other Ethiopian languages (syntax, tense, lexicalization, etc.).

Marrassini, Prof. Paolo, office: Piazza Brunelleschi, 3, 50121 Firenze, Italy, home: Via delle Panche, 16, 50134 Firenze, Italy; tl: office: 055–240921, home: 055–419446; fx: office: 055–243231; eml: preslett@unifi.it; aff: Faculty of Arts, University of Florence; fld: Ethiopian philology – hagiography – Semitic comparative linguistics; fr: as above; rp:
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